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Fellow Australians. 

And friends of Australia. 

Over the Centuries, this great Abbey has seen great 

celebration and great sadness.  

And today we meet in great sadness as we remember those 

who have suffered unspeakable sadness in the last month’s 

Great Victorian Bushfires.  
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For Australians, the world suddenly became silent and still on 

Black Saturday. 

Silent and still as we confronted the overwhelming power of 

nature – and the overwhelming terror of fire.  

This fire was no respecter of persons – inexplicable in its 

movements, unimaginable in its destruction.  

And we were left speechless in its wake.  

For Australians, we have become used to travelling abroad to 

help others deal with the great calamities of war and nature.  

And for us, we are less used to seeing such wreckage and 

carnage at home.  

In this respect, it felt like an assault on our own soul.  

This great city too has seen great tragedy and has felt the 

ravages of fire.  

The Great Fire of 1666 gutted the City of London, destroying 

the homes of 70,000 of the City’s estimated 80,000 inhabitants.  
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Samuel Pepys, the noted diarist, walked around during the 

dying hours of the fire all over the smouldering city.  

Climbing to the steeple of Barking Church, he viewed the 

destroyed City of London, writing later it was “the saddest sight 

of desolation that I ever saw”.  

Words echo down through the ages to those who three 

centuries later witnessed the Blitz and those who in times more 

recent have witnessed the Victorian fires.  

Confronting the elements is indeed confronting for the soul.  

And for those in this great city London, who are here tonight 

and who have lost friends and family in the fires of Victoria, our 

hearts go out to each and every one of you in your grief.  

In times of great tragedy, separation is a terrible thing – as 

concern gives way to anxiety, giving way to fear in the long, 

long wait for news.  

Please know too that you as well are in our nation’s thoughts 

and prayers.  
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This memorial service is therefore about sadness – and it is 

about separation from those we love. But it is also about 

solidarity. Because we have known throughout this tragedy that 

we are not alone.  

In Australia, we have been comforted by the expressions of 

support we have received from all over the world.  

And in Australia, we have been greatly uplifted by the special 

sense of family we have had from these islands from which so 

many of us have come.  

As we stop to remember those communities ravaged by the 

fires, it can’t escape us that the names of so many of these 

towns reflect our English and Scottish heritage – like Churchill, 

Kinglake, St Andrews, Glenburn, Flowerdale and Hazelwood – 

and of course the state of Victoria itself.  

The ties between our nations are strong, through history, 

through bloodlines and through shared experience.  
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For Australians, London might be a long way away, yet for so 

many if feels like the closest place to home.  

So this tragedy and this memorial service is about sadness, it is 

about the pain of separation and it is about the support we have 

received from our wider human family.  

To Prince Charles, I say thankyou for your most human 

expression of support which I read to our Parliament.  

The British Government, I say thank you.  

To you the British people, I say thank you on behalf of the 

Australian people.  

And to you, this great Australian community in this great city of 

London, I also say thank you.  

For coming together tonight 12000 miles away to honour those 

whom we have lost.  

And to recall those whom we must support in the wrenching 

task of rebuilding.  


